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Popular Culture 1981
popular culture in asia consists studies of film music architecture television and computer mediated communication in china japan south korea taiwan the
philippines malaysia and singapore addressing three topics urban modernities modernity celebrity and fan culture and memory and modernity

Popular Culture in Asia 2013-05-07
pop culture is the heart and soul of america a unifying bridge across time bringing together generations of diverse backgrounds whether looking at the
bright lights of the jazz age in the 1920s the sexual and the rock n roll revolution of the 1960s or the thriving social networking websites of today
each period in america s cultural history develops its own unique take on the qualities define our lives american pop popular culture decade by decade is
the most comprehensive reference on american popular culture by decade ever assembled beginning with the 1900s up through today the four volume set
examines the fascinating trends across decades and eras by shedding light on the experiences of americans young and old rich and poor along with the
influences of arts entertainment sports and other cultural forces whether a pop culture aficionado or a student new to the topic american pop provides
readers with an engaging look at american culture broken down into discrete segments as well as analysis that gives insight into societal movements
trends fads and events that propelled the era and the nation in depth chapters trace the evolution of pop culture in 11 key categories key events in
american life advertising architecture books newspapers magazines and comics entertainment fashion food music sports and leisure activities travel and
visual arts coverage includes how others see us controversies and scandals social and cultural movements trends and fads key icons and classroom
resources designed to meet the high demand for resources that help students study american history and culture by the decade this one stop reference
provides readers with a broad and interdisciplinary overview of the numerous aspects of popular culture in our country thoughtful examination of our rich
and often tumultuous popular history illustrated with hundreds of historical and contemporary photos makes this the ideal source to turn to for ready
reference or research

American Pop [4 volumes] 2008-12-30
rethinking popular culture presents some of the most important current scholarship analyzing popular culture drawing upon recent developments in cultural
theory and exciting new methods of critical analysis the essays in this volume break down disciplinary boundaries and offer fresh insight into popular
culture

Rethinking Popular Culture 1991-07-09
this volume examines the relations between popular culture production and export and the state in east and southeast asia including the urban centres and
middle classes of taiwan south korea japan singapore indonesia malaysia china thailand and the philippines it addresses the shift in official thinking
toward the role of popular culture in the political life of states brought about by the massive circulation of cultural commodities and the possibilities
for attaining soft power in contrast to earlier studies this volume pays particular attention to the role of states and cross state cultural interactions
in these processes it is the first major attempt to look at these issues comparatively and to provide an important corrective to the limitations of
existing scholarship on popular culture in asia that have usually neglected its political aspects as part of this move the essays in this volume suggest
a widening of disciplinary perspectives hitherto the preponderance of relevant studies has been in cultural and media fields anthropology or history here
the contributors explicitly draw on other disciplinary perspectives political science and international relations political economy law and policy
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studies to explore the complex interrelationships between the state politics and economics and popular culture this book will be of interest to students
and scholars of asian culture society and politics the sociology of culture political science and media studies

Popular Culture and the State in East and Southeast Asia 2013-03-01
this informative survey provides a thematic global history of popular culture focusing on the period since the end of the world war ii raymond betts
considers the rapid diffusion and hybridization of popular culture as the result of three conditions of the world

A History of Popular Culture 2004
this three volume collection of original essays examines cult pop culture the often seedy underbelly of american popular culture cult pop culture how the
fringe became mainstream is the first collection dedicated to the quirky offbeat aspects of american popular culture that people have loved enjoyed and
in some cases worshiped over the last 50 years by examining the people and subjects we hold most dear this three volume set offers deep insights into
what americans think feel and cherish organized by subject the collection enables readers to focus on a given topic or compare different subjects across
cult phenomenon volume one of the set covers film and television topics volume two examines music and literature and volume three explores sports clubs
and the cult industry through this investigation of sublime transcendent and idiosyncratic trends readers will learn more about iconic individuals topics
and subjects that form the vast underbelly of american culture by revealing how tightly interwoven cult topics are with the public s broader notion of
popular culture the collection underscores the blurry line between normal and abnormal grandiose and degradation

Cult Pop Culture 2011-12-07
this three volume reference set explores the history relevance and significance of pop culture locations in the united states places that have captured
the imagination of the american people and reflect the diversity of the nation pop culture places an encyclopedia of places in american popular culture
serves as a resource for high school and college students as well as adult readers that contains more than 350 entries on a broad assortment of popular
places in america covering places from ellis island to fisherman s wharf the entries reflect the tremendous variety of sites historical and modern
emphasizing the immense diversity and historical development of our nation readers will gain an appreciation of the historical social and cultural impact
of each location and better understand how america has come to be a nation and evolved culturally through the lens of popular places approximately 200
sidebars serve to highlight interesting facts while images throughout the book depict the places described in the text each entry supplies a brief
bibliography that directs students to print and electronic sources of additional information

Pop Culture Places [3 volumes] 2014-08-11
this three volume reference set explores the history relevance and significance of pop culture locations in the united states places that have captured
the imagination of the american people and reflect the diversity of the nation pop culture places an encyclopedia of places in american popular culture
serves as a resource for high school and college students as well as adult readers that contains more than 350 entries on a broad assortment of popular
places in america covering places from ellis island to fisherman s wharf the entries reflect the tremendous variety of sites historical and modern
emphasizing the immense diversity and historical development of our nation readers will gain an appreciation of the historical social and cultural impact
of each location and better understand how america has come to be a nation and evolved culturally through the lens of popular places approximately 200
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sidebars serve to highlight interesting facts while images throughout the book depict the places described in the text each entry supplies a brief
bibliography that directs students to print and electronic sources of additional information enables readers to perceive how their lives have been
influenced by everyday places in the past from centuries ago to the modern era provides unique and enlightening insights through a comprehensive overview
of the history contemporary perspectives and pop culture influences of places across america spotlights historic locations central to films television
music and daily life to teach students about american history and culture through topics that interest them

Pop Culture Places [3 Volumes] 2014-08-11
this book demonstrates how pop culture examples can be used to demystify complex social theory it provides tangible metaphorical examples that shows how
it is possible to do philosophy rather than subscribe to a theorist by showing that each theorist intersects and overlaps with others the book is
embedded in the literary theory that tapping into background knowledge is a key step in helping people engage with new and difficult texts it also
acknowledges the important role of popular culture in developing comprehension using a choose your own adventure structure this book not only shows
students of social theory how various theories can be applied but also reveals the multitude of possible pathways theory provides for comprehending
society

Unlocking Social Theory with Popular Culture 2021-08-26
this book is a companion volume to cultural theory and popular culture an introduction 4th ed pearson 2006 it collects together work by most of the
critics and theorists discussed in cultural theory and popular culture an introduction and also contains work by other critics and theorists pref

Cultural Theory and Popular Culture 2006
popular culture and new media are deeply interwoven yet they are often thought of as separate spheres this book explores the material and everyday
intersections between popular culture and new media using a range of interdisciplinary resources the chapters open up a series of hidden dimensions
including objects and infrastructures archives algorithms data play and the body that force us to rethink our understanding of culture as it is today
through an exploration of its intersections with new media this book reveals the centrality of data circulations in the formation organization and
relations of popular culture it shows how digital data accumulate as a result of our routine engagements with culture it then examines the ways that
these data fold back into culture through algorithmic process through play and through mediated bodily experiences the book asks how we might
conceptualize and understand culture as it continues to be reshaped by these recursive circulations of data

Popular Culture and New Media 2013-06-13
popular culture studies are pertinent to many academic fields ranging from art music communications marketing and history to political science and
anthropology the subject has had a tremendous impact on research for example as political history became less the study of diplomatic history and as the
relevance of all kinds of evidence from neglected topics such as the stage cinema sociology and design and myriad other areas staked their claims the
subject increased enormously in value a catalyst for the field was the establishment of the far west popular culture association in 1988 popular culture
review the far west popular culture association s biannual journal is chock full of material that is available nowhere else westphalia press and the
policy studies organization are proud to bring the collection back into print many of the papers originated in the annual meeting of popular culture
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researchers in las vegas started in 1968 which happily continues and brings people from all over the world to ponder a wide variety of topics so much so
that is hard to think of a problem or policy that the journal does not have value in illuminating its insights have long come of age and become an
essential tool in the scholar s repertoire

Popular Culture Review 2016-05-02
this book traces the evolution of the hong kong s popular culture namely film television and popular music also known as cantopop which is knotted with
the city s geo political economic and social transformations under various historical contingencies and due to the city s special geo politics these
three major popular cultural forms have experienced various worlding processes and have generated border crossing impact culturally and socially the
worlding processes are greatly associated the city s nature as a reception and departure port to sinophone migrants and populations of multiethnic and
multicultural reaching beyond the golden age 1980s of hong kong popular culture and afar from a film centric cultural narration this book delineating
from the dawn of the 20th century and following a chronological order untangles how the nowadays popular hong kong film hong kong tv and cantopop are
derived from early age sinophone cultural heritage re shaped through cross cultural hybridization and influenced by multiple political forces review of
archives existing literatures and corporation documents are supplemented with policy analysis and in depth interviews to explore the centennial
development of hong kong popular culture which is by no means demise but at the juncture of critical transition

Hong Kong Popular Culture 2020-01-07
book cover title copyright contents acknowledgements why fiske still matters reading fiske and understanding the popular notes on contributors preface 1
the jeaning of america 2 commodities and culture 3 productive pleasures 4 offensive bodies and carnival pleasures 5 popular texts 6 popular
discrimination 7 politics references index

Understanding Popular Culture 2010-10-08
this book explores the rapid diffusion and hybridization of popular culture as the result of three conditions of the world since the end of world war ii
instantaneous communications widespread consumption in a market based economy and the visualization of reality it considers the dominance of american
entertainment media and habits of consumption assessing adaptation and negative reactions to this influence

A History of Popular Culture 2013
the concise introduction to the study of popular culture from madonna and drag queens to cyberpunk and webzines popular culture constitutes a common and
thereby critical part of our lives yet the study of popular culture has been condemned and praised debated and ridiculed in popular culture an
introduction carla freccero reveals why we study popular culture and how it is taught in the classroom blending music science fiction and film freccero
shows us that an informed awareness of politics race and sexuality is essential to any understanding of popular culture freccero places rap music the
alien trilogy and sandra cisneros in the context of postcolonialism identity politics and technoculture to show students how they can draw on their
already existing literacies and on the cultures they know in order to think critically complete with a glossary of useful terms a sample syllabus and
extensive bibliography this book is the concise introduction to the study of popular culture
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Popular Culture 1981
to understand the history and spirit of america one must know its wars its laws and its presidents to really understand it however one must also know its
cheeseburgers its love songs and its lawn ornaments the long awaited guide to the united states popular culture provides a single volume guide to the
landscape of everyday life in the united states scholars students and researchers will find in it a valuable tool with which to fill in the gaps left by
traditional history all american readers will find in it one entry at a time the story of their lives robert thompson president popular culture
association at long last popular culture may indeed be given its due within the humanities with the publication of the guide to united states popular
culture with its nearly 1600 entries it promises to be the most comprehensive single volume source of information about popular culture the range of
subjects and diversity of opinions represented will make this an almost indispensable resource for humanities and popular culture scholars and
enthusiasts alike timothy e scheurer president american culture association the popular culture of the united states is as free wheeling and complex as
the society it animates to understand it one needs assistance now that explanatory road map is provided in this guide which charts the movements and
people involved and provides a light at the end of the rainbow of dreams and expectations marshall w fishwick past president popular culture association
features of the guide to united states popular culture 1 010 pages 1 600 entries 500 contributors alphabetic entries entries range from general topics
golf film to specific individuals items and events articles are supplemented by bibliographies and cross references comprehensive index

Popular Culture 1999-08
the african american influence on popular culture is among the most sweeping and lasting this country has seen despite a history of institutionalized
racism black artists entertainers and entrepreneurs have had enormous impact on american popular culture pioneers such as oscar michaeux paul robeson
satchel paige josh gibson langston hughes bill bojangles robinson and bessie smith paved the way for jackie robinson nina simone james baldwin bill
russell muhammad ali sidney poitier and bill cosby who in turn opened the door for spike lee dave chappelle dr dre jay z tiger woods and michael jordan
today hip hop is the most powerful element of youth culture white teenagers outnumber blacks as purchasers of rap music black themed movies are regularly
successful at the box office and black writers have been anthologized and canonized right alongside white ones though there are still many more miles to
travel and much to overcome this three volume set considers the multifaceted influence of african americans on popular culture and sheds new light on the
ways in which african american culture has come to be a fundamental and lasting part of america itself to articulate the momentous impact african
american popular culture has had upon the fabric of american society these three volumes provide analyses from academics and experts across the country
they provide the most reliable accurate up to date and comprehensive treatment of key topics works and themes in african american popular culture for a
new generation of readers the scope of the project is vast including popular historical movements like the harlem renaissance the legacy of african
american comedy african americans and the olympics african americans and rock n roll more contemporary articulations such as hip hop culture and black
urban cinema and much more one goal of the project is to recuperate histories that have been perhaps forgotten or obscured to mainstream audiences and to
demonstrate how african americans are not only integral to american culture but how they have always been purveyors of popular culture

The Guide to United States Popular Culture 2001
this three volume collection demonstrates the depth and breadth of evangelical christians consumption critique and creation of popular culture and how
evangelical christians are both influenced by and influence mainstream popular culture covering comic books to movies to social media evangelical
christians and popular culture pop goes the gospel addresses the full spectrum of evangelical media and popular culture offerings even delving into
lesser known forms of evangelical popular culture such as comic books video games and theme parks the chapters in this 3 volume work are written by over
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50 authors who specialize in fields as diverse as history theology music psychology journalism film and television studies advertising and public
relations volume 1 examines film radio and television and the internet volume 2 covers literature music popular art and merchandise and volume 3
discusses public figures popular press places and events the work is intended for a scholarly audience but presents material in a student friendly
accessible manner evangelical insiders will receive a fresh look at the wide variety of evangelical popular culture offerings many of which will be
unknown while non evangelical readers will benefit from a comprehensive introduction to the subject matter

African Americans and Popular Culture 2008-10-30
popular culture a user s guide international edition ventures beyond the history of pop culture to give readers the vocabulary and tools to address and
analyze the contemporary cultural landscape that surrounds them moves beyond the history of pop culture to give students the vocabulary and tools to
analyze popular culture suitable for the study of popular culture across a range of disciplines from literary theory and cultural studies to philosophy
and sociology covers a broad range of important topics including the underlying socioeconomic structures that affect media the politics of pop culture
the role of consumers subcultures and countercultures and the construction of social reality examines the ways in which individuals and societies act as
consumers and agents of popular culture

Evangelical Christians and Popular Culture 2013-01-09
over the past several decades mexican americans have made an indelible mark on american culture through the music of bands such as santana and los lobos
films such as zoot suit and a wide range of literature such as sandra cisneros s the house on mango street now charles tatum introduces students to these
and other forms of artistic expression in the first volume to provide a wide ranging overview of chicano popular culture tatum explores the broad and
complex arena of popular culture among americans of mexican descent and explains what popular culture can tell them about themselves reviewing a range of
expressive arts from traditional forms to electronic media he explains the differences and similarities between chicano popular culture and that of other
ethnic groups or of anglo society and shows how chicano arts reflect a people s traditions and heritage the book s coverage focuses on five areas of
popular culture it explores mexican american and chicano music from the sixteenth century to the present day cinema focusing on chicano films of the past
three decades newspapers radio and television explaining the interrelationship between these media literature emphasizing fiction theater and poetry of
the last thirty years and fiestas celebrations and art including mural and graffiti art tatum provides a brief overview of mexican american social
history paying particular attention to changing cultural perspectives over the past 150 years and the evolution of el movimiento chicano he also
introduces theories of popular culture and makes them accessible to students enabling them to better understand the material covered in the text no other
book offers such a wide ranging introduction to these cultural expressions of mexican americans today chicano popular culture invites readers to share
the excitement of these vital arts and through them to learn more about the uniqueness of america s fastest growing minority chicano popular culture and
mexican americans and health are the first volumes in the series the mexican american experience a cluster of modular texts designed to provide greater
flexibility in undergraduate education each book deals with a single topic concerning the mexican american population instructors can create a semester
length course from any combination of volumes or may choose to use one or two volumes to complement other texts

Popular Culture 2017-09-05
the book focuses on the current contexts of popular visual culture both popular and visual as specific forms of modern culture have only recently
received serious academic attention in india some of the factors which have supplied new frames to these cultural categories are the emergence of modern
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communication technologies digital media tv and film as well as emergent new disciplines such as cultural studies visual studies film and media studies
the essays explore the role of popular imagery through various aesthetic streams in such diverse areas as religious and social symbolism national
identity theatre backdrops film poster art photography architecture and urban living

Popular Culture and Everyday Life 1981
popular culture surrounds us it is the products we consume the movies we watch the music we listen to and the books we read it is on our televisions our
phones and our computers popular culture in the twenty first century engages with these texts and offers a diverse selection of contemporary scholarship
from a wide variety of perspectives these essays adapted from presentations at the first annual ray browne conference on popular culture held at bowling
green state university in 2012 participate in an ongoing dialogue about popular culture s importance in both the academy and our everyday lives this
collection honors the diversity depth and breadth of popular culture studies by examining contemporary television film video games internet fandom
cultures and subcultures and gender sexuality and identity politics popular culture in the twenty first century reflects the necessity of exploring our
common experiences and the many cultural modes that shape our everyday lives

Chicano popular culture 2001
in an age where film stars become presidents and politicians appear in pop videos politics and popular culture have become inextricably interlinked in
this exciting new book john street provides a broad survey and analysis of this relationship

India's Popular Culture 2007
breathing life into a milton for the twenty first century this cutting edge collection shows students and scholars alike how milton transforms and is
transformed by popular literature and polemics film and television and other modern media

Popular Culture in the Twenty-First Century 2014-07-18
this book provides detailed insights into how space and popular culture intersect across a broad spectrum of examples including cinema music art arcade
games cartoons comics and advertisements this is a pertinent topic since the use of space themes differs in different cultural contexts and these themes
can be used to explore various aspects of the human condition and provide a context for social commentary on politically sensitive issues with the use of
space imagery evolving over the past sixty years of the space age this is a topic ripe for in depth exploration the book also discusses the contrasting
visions of space from the late 19th and early 20th centuries and the reality of today and analyzes space vehicles and habitats in popular depictions of
space from an engineering perspective exploring how many of those ideas have actually been implemented in practice and why or why not a case of life
imitating art and vice versa as such it covers a wide array of relevant and timely topics examining intersections between space and popular culture and
offering accounts of space and its effect on culture language and storytelling from the southern regions of the world
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Politics and Popular Culture 2013-05-08
scholars consider sound and its concepts taking as their premise the idea that popular culture can be analyzed in an innovative way through sound the
wide ranging texts in this book take as their premise the idea that sound is a subject through which popular culture can be analyzed in an innovative way
from an infant s gurgles over a baby monitor to the roar of the crowd in a stadium to the sub bass frequencies produced by sound systems in the disco era
sound not necessarily aestheticized as music is inextricably part of the many domains of popular culture expanding the view taken by many scholars of
cultural studies the contributors consider cultural practices concerning sound not merely as semiotic or signifying processes but as material physical
perceptual and sensory processes that integrate a multitude of cultural traditions and forms of knowledge the chapters discuss conceptual issues as well
as terminologies and research methods analyze historical and contemporary case studies of listening in various sound cultures and consider the ways
contemporary practices of sound generation are applied in the diverse fields in which sounds are produced mastered distorted processed or enhanced the
chapters are not only about sound they offer a study through sound echoes from the past resonances of the present and the contradictions and
discontinuities that suggest the future contributors karin bijsterveld susanne binas preisendörfer carolyn birdsall jochen bonz michael bull thomas
burkhalter mark j butler diedrich diederichsen veit erlmann franco fabbri golo föllmer marta garcía quiñones mark grimshaw rolf großmann maria hanáček
thomas hecken anahid kassabian carla j maier andrea mihm bodo mrozek carlo nardi jens gerrit papenburg thomas schopp holger schulze toby seay jacob smith
paul théberge peter wicke simon zagorski thomas

Milton in Popular Culture 2006-06-24
popular culture introductory perspectives seeks to define pop culture by exploring the ways that it fulfills our human desire for meaning the second
edition investigates current contexts for popular culture including the rise of the digital global village through new technology and offers up to date
examples that connect with today s students

Outer Space and Popular Culture 2019-08-01
unpacks adorno s critique of popular culture in an engagingly looking at the development of theories of authority commodification and negative dialectics
goes on to consider adorno s writing on specific aspects of popular culture

Sound as Popular Culture 2016-03-18
with a foreword by dr fishwick s student tom wolfe this book redefines popular culture in the light of the revolutionary changes brought about by the
information revolution and the digital divide it explores the phenomenal growth and extension of popular culture in the last decade and ties in the vast
changes brought about by technology and the internet in an era when american television and the internet reach virtually every corner of the globe
popular culture in a new age shows how the poorly understood and often underestimated area known as popular culture affects all of our lives beginning
with an evaluation of the millennium celebrations and the enormous error of y2k madness popular culture in a new age then moves on to the new gold rush
brought about by technology and takes a hard look at its risks the book examines a wide variety of pop culture phenomena such as carnivals celebrities
and the road from nineteenth century humbuggery p t barnum s term to today s hype in popular culture in a new age you ll learn about the three faces of
popular culture folk fake and pop how they relate and how they differ today s popular icons the empire of disney world marshall mcluhan our era s most
profound and shocking electronic thinker african american popular culture and style popular culture in a new age gives characterization to the postmodern
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world in a chapter on postmodern pop followed by the shift from civil religion to civil disobedience and the myth of success this insightful book will
help you understand the way we eat think vote and respond to our fast changing world in the era of hype spin doctors chat rooms and jargon

Popular Culture 2012
welcome to pop culture 2 0 in the 2000s generation exposure emerged from the marriage of new technology and the nation s obsession with celebrity social
media technology such as myspace youtube facebook and countless blogs gave everyman a voice and a public persona that they could share with friends
across the street or around the world suddenly it was not enough to imitate britney spears or paris hilton technology gave everyone a platform to launch
their own 15 minutes of fame the fixation on self and celebrity acted as a diversion from more serious challenges the nation faced including president
george w bush s war on terror the wars overseas sharply divided the country after a moment of national unity after the terrorist attacks on 9 11 which
took away one of the world s most recognizable buildings the era witnessed interest rates dropping to historic lows but later subprime became one of the
most searched terms on google as the nation teetered on recession big was in like never before and suddenly people nationwide could buy or build their
own mcmansion a slice of the american dream while supersized homes and fast food meals became commonplace the electronics and transportation advances
proved that good things came in increasingly smaller packages apple s ipod reinvented how people interacted with music hybrids changed thoughts on fuel
efficiency as a gallon of gas topped 3 cell phones usage ballooned in our always on society while physically shrinking to the size of a deck of cards yes
me centric pop culture 2 0 which the pundits predicted would some day arrive burst onto the scene and ultimately transformed the way we interact with one
another and the world around us chapters inside the latest volume in the american popular culture through history series explore various aspects of
popular culture including advertising literature leisure activities music visual arts and travel supplemental resources include a timeline of important
events cost comparisons and an extensive bibliography for further reading

Adorno on Popular Culture 2003
get ready to obsess over the last twenty five years of pop culture hits misses and cult classics the must list is an elegantly packaged gift worthy
compilation of 100 illustrated top 25 lists celebrating the best in tv movies books and music from the editors of entertainment weekly beginning with an
introduction highlighting the 25 things we ve forgotten about 1990 this full color deep dive into the past twenty five years of obsessive pop culture
coverage features the magazine s incisive criticism trademark humor and 2 500 amazing moments featured topics include greatest villains one hit wonders
best superheroes mobsters zombies dystopias shocking snubs unsexiest sexy moments british imports memorable deaths late night comedy wars and many more
binge worthy lists

Popular Culture in a New Age 2014-06-11
this book examines different aspects of asian popular culture including films tv music comedy folklore cultural icons the internet and theme parks it
raises important questions such as what are the implications of popularity of asian popular culture for globalization do regional forces impede the
globalizing of cultures or does the asian popular culture flow act as a catalyst or conveying channel for cultural globalization does the globalization
of culture pose a threat to local culture it addresses two seemingly contradictory and yet parallel processes in the circulation of asian popular culture
the interconnectedness between asian popular culture and western culture in an era of cultural globalization that turns subjects such as pokémon hip hop
or cosmopolitan into truly global phenomena and the local derivatives and versions of global culture that are necessarily disconnected from their origins
in order to cater for the local market it thereby presents a collective argument that whilst local social formations and patterns of consumption and
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participation in asia are still very much dependent on global cultural developments and the phenomena of modernity yet such dependence is often
concretized reshaped and distorted by the local media to cater for the local market

The 2000s 2008-11-30
conventional political science depicts legitimate elections as rational affairs in which informed voters select candidates for office according to how
their coherently presented aims ideologies and policies appeal to the self interest of the electorate in reality elections whether in first world
democracies or in the various governmental systems present in asia can more realistically be seen as cultural events in which candidates campaigns are
shaped consciously or unconsciously to appeal to the cultural understanding and practices of the electorate the election campaign period is one in which
the masses are mobilized to participate in a range of cultural activities from flying the party colours in noisy motorcycle parades to attending
political rallies for or against or simply to be entertained by the performances on the political stage and to gambling on the outcome of the contest the
essays in this book analyse electioneering activities in nine asian countries in terms of popular cultural practices in each location ranging from
updated traditional cultures to mimicry and caricatures of present day television dramas in presenting political election as an expression of popular
culture this book portrays electoral behaviour as a meaningful cultural practice as such this book will appeal to student and scholars of political
science and cultural studies alike as well as those with a more general interest in asian studies

The Must List 2015-10-06
this book adopts a new approach to the classical world by focusing on ancient popular culture

Asian Popular Culture 2013-05-29
interrogating popular culture key questions offers an accessible introduction to the study of popular culture both historical and contemporary beginning
from the assumption that cultural systems are dynamic contradictory and hard to pin down stacy takacs explores the field through a survey of important
questions addressing definitions what is popular culture how has it developed over time what functions does it serve method what is a proper object of
study how should we analyze and interpret popular texts and practices influence how does popular culture relate to social power and control identity and
disposition how do we relate to popular culture how does it move and connect us environment how does popular culture shape the ways we think feel and act
in the world illustrated with a wide variety of case studies covering everything from medieval spectacle to reality tv sports fandom and youtube
interrogating popular culture gives students a theoretically rich analytical toolkit for understanding the complex relationship between popular culture
identity and society

Elections as Popular Culture in Asia 2007-08-07
popular culture in american history collects the most widely cited and important writings on three hundred years of american popular culture each of the
ten essays serves as a case study of a particular moment issue or form of popular culture from seventeenth century chapbooks to hip hop pedagogical
features include further reading lists contextualizing editorial introductions discussion questions and chronologies of key events
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